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Abstract A new cosmological model is proposed for the dynamics of the Universe and the formation and evolution of galaxies. It is shown that the matter of the Universe contracts and expands in cycles, and that galaxies in a particular cycle may have imprints from the previous cycle. It is proposed that RHIC’s liquid gets trapped in the cores of galaxies in the beginning of each cycle and is liberated throughout time and is, thus, the power engine of AGNs. It is also proposed that the large-scale structure is a permanent property of the Universe, and thus, it is not created. It is proposed that spiral galaxies and elliptical galaxies are formed by mergers of nucleon vortices (vortoeons) at the time of the big squeeze and immediately afterwards and that the merging process, in general, lasts an extremely long time, of many billion years. The origin of quasars is explained and the evaporation rate of RHIC’s liquid is calculated. The large mass at the center of quasar PDS 456 is calculated and agrees in order of magnitude with that attributed to a supposed black hole. It is concluded that the Universe is eternal and that space should be infinite or almost.
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1. Introduction

The article from 1924 by Alexander Friedmann “Über die Möglichkeit einer Welt mit konstanter negativer Krümmung des Raumes” (“On the possibility of a world with constant negative curvature of space”) is the theoretical milestone of the Big Bang Theory [1] whose basis is the expansion of the Universe which was firstly proven by the observations of Edwin Hubble in the late 1920s when he discovered that the galaxies were receding from each other [2]. It is important to recognize, however, that Hubble’s law had been proposed by G. Lemaître in 1927 [3]. And thus Lemaître can also be considered as one of the fathers of the Big Bang Theory.

Primordial nucleosynthesis is the great achievement of the Big Bang Theory whose first developments were carried out in the seminal article by Alpher, Bethe and Gamow [4] in 1948. And the most important support for the Big Bang Theory was the accidental discovery of the Microwave Background Radiation by Wilson and Penzias in 1963 [5]. In summary, these are the three evidences for the Big Bang Theory: the universal expansion, the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation and Primordial or Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). Since then there have been several improvements in the measurements of the CMB spectrum and its anisotropies by COBE [6], WMAP [7], and Planck 2013 [8].

Problems with the Big Bang theory began in 1986 with the surprising discovery by Geller, Huchra and de Lapparent [9] of the bubbles formed by galaxies enclosing enormous regions almost devoid of matter in a slice of the local Universe. This foam-like structure was confirmed in 1989 by Geller and Huchra [10] that unraveled large-scale clustering of galaxies stretching in the form of gigantic filaments and sheets over 170 Mpc by about 15 Mpc. Broadhurst et al. [11] extended the observation of this foam-like large-scale structure to higher redshifts. Their observations revealed regularly spaced voids covering a distance of 2000 $h^{-1}$ Mpc in
each direction of the north and south galactic poles. The thesis of D. C. Pan of 2011 is a thorough account of void properties [12].

In section 2 below we will discuss the problems of the current LCDM model and other relevant questions which have not had satisfactory solutions. In section 3 we consider different aspects of the Multi-Bang Universe model and in the conclusion we highlight its main features.

2. Some Relevant Information

For the understanding of the main proposals of this article it is very important to first bring to light some information on the Lambda-CMD Model (LCDM), dark matter, dark energy, CMB, galaxies at high redshifts, galaxy formation, holes at the cores of galaxies, the inner structure of and RHIC liquid.

2.1. On the Components of the LCDM Model and Some of its Problems

Dark matter was firstly suggested by Cornelius [13] in his analysis of the stellar velocities in the Milky Way, but the strong support for dark matter came from the work of Rubin et al. [14] on the orbital velocities of stars in 21 spiral galaxies. Since then the role of dark matter in astrophysics has been much more extended. According to its proponents, besides its role in the dynamics of spiral galaxies, dark matter would be important in the dynamics of galaxy clusters [15,16], in galaxy formation [17], in the formation of large-scale-structure [17], and would provide 26.8% for the mass of the Universe in order to have a closed Universe, according to the Standard Cosmological Model, the so-called Lambda-CMD (LCDM) [18]. These references above on dark matter are just examples of a vast literature on the subject and some of these are pioneering articles.

On the existence of dark matter in spiral galaxies de Souza [19] has shown that the constancy of the tangential velocity in the spiral arms of spiral galaxies can be explained by the outward expulsion of matter from their centers. And this constancy generates their splendid spiral structure which can be a logarithmic spiral within certain conditions. And Kroupa et al. [20] have shown that dark matter does not exist in the Milky Way’s neighborhood, and thus it sure does not exist in galaxy clusters because all galaxies should have a common origin in terms of composition. Kroupa [21] and also Famaey and McGaugh [22] raise many important issues on the existence of dark matter and show that the LCDM model is plagued with too many flaws. The flaws are so serious that I dare to say that they completely invalidate the model. And there are many other problems not raised by these above authors such as the rotation of cosmic voids analyzed by Lee and Park [23] that have shown that the angular momenta of neighboring voids are strongly correlated to one another. Another trouble for LCDM is the alignment of galaxy spin axes with cosmic filaments [24,25,26,27]. This alignment has also been observed at redshift \( z \sim 1.3 \) with quasars [27]. In this case it means an alignment across billions of light years.

The Large-Scale Structure is not well described by LCDM as actual voids are emptier and actual superclusters are more massive than those from LCDM simulations [21,29]. And besides LCDM cannot account for massive clusters at high redshifts [29,30,31,32].

The LCDM model is also in trouble because in a recent article Nielsen et al. [33] have found no acceleration of the universal expansion from the careful analysis of the data of 740 supernovae. Also Planck 2013 [34] found no evidence for dynamical dark energy. It is obvious that the cosmological constant cannot exist because if it existed it would mean a dynamical vacuum and a vacuum field, but without its corresponding particles. As we know from Particle Physics, fields and particles are the two sides of the same coin.

2.2 There is no Need of Dark Matter for Closing the Universe

In a recent article [35] that has been accepted for publication de Souza shows that the baryonic mass in galaxies is enough for closing the Universe if we consider that the universal expansion in the local Universe happens by means of the expansion of voids. Of course, this evidences an explosive past history for the Universe which will be detailed later on.

2.3 Galaxy Formation by Hierarchical Clustering did not Happen

It is easy to arrive at this conclusion. It is enough to take a look at the Hubble Deep Field North (HDFN) [36] and Hubble Deep Field South (HDFS) [37]. The HDFN has galaxies with \( z \) up to 3.216. Visually we see just some in-
teracting galaxies and we do not see any formed galaxy merging with another one. Let us recall that merging means collision and that hierarchical clustering means merging at different redshifts, that is, from time to time. A collision between two galaxies lasts a very long time and is a spectacular disruptive and bursting event as we observe in some Arp’s objects [38]. The HDFS spans in redshift from 0 up to 2.2 and we can see just a couple of interacting galaxies, but not merging in the sense of hierarchical clustering. In both fields we see that many high-redshift spiral galaxies have already well developed arms.

The same reasoning holds for the Hubble Ultra Deep Field [39] and the Hubble Extreme Deep Field (XDF) [40] in which we see well developed elliptical and spiral galaxies at high redshifts. The XDF has about 5500 galaxies and visually we do not observe merging of galaxies.

Except at the right beginning of the universal expansion, large-scale merging did not happen because as galaxies have been going away from each other due to the fact that the Universe is expanding, galaxy merging only happens occasionally. Therefore the size increase in all spiral galaxies [41] with time cannot be attributed to hierarchical merging which means lots of merging at different times. Darg et al. [42] have found only 3003 merging galaxies in the Local Universe from the SDSS with redshifts $0.1 > z > 0.005$ from which only 39 refer to multiple merging [43]. It is important to recognize that these mergers should have initiated a very long time ago. We will see later on that all spiral galaxies were formed by merging but a different kind of merging and at a quite different time. And we will see why their sizes increase with time. And also we will see that most elliptical galaxies were also formed by merging.

2.4 Spiral Galaxy Formation by Collapse from a Gas Cloud Makes no Sense

It is enough to recognize that in this case the stars of a spiral galaxy would have approximately the same age and would be very old stars, and moreover all galaxies would have the same shape instead of the large variety of shapes that spiral galaxies exhibit. We would not have barred spirals at all, for example. And we would not have young stars close to the centers of spirals.

It is also important to perceive that in the collapse scenario of galaxy formation galaxy size would not increase with time [41].

2.5 Black Holes do not Exist in the Cores of Galaxies

Mersini-Houghton [44] has shown that neutral stellar black holes do not exist due to Hawking radiation backreaction. Besides this facet there is the very strong repulsion between two nucleons at distances shorter than 0.5 fm, and thus, when nucleons get very squeezed together they form other states of matter as are found in the inner layers of neutron stars. Also the RHIC fluid [45] has been formed due to interactions between nucleons that take place at very short distances. Later on we will discuss more on these states of matter. NASA has recently shown a video of a supernova explosion. It shows that there is a first shock wave that travels from the center to the star surface and about 20 min later the star is destroyed. Of course, this first shock wave causes a separation between negative and positive charges because of the large differences in masses between electrons, protons and nuclei. It is obvious that these complex motions cause the buildup of strong electromagnetic fields in the collapsing star. We have to assess the influence of these fields during collapse for the case of very massive stars. NASA’s video clearly shows that only part of the mass collapses. Therefore, just the condition from the gravitational metric for the black hole formation without taking into account other interactions is not realistic at all.

Let us analyze some properties of supposed massive black holes at the cores of the galaxies: Milky Way, Andromeda, NGC 4261, NGC 4258 and NGC 1275. It has been suggested by many researchers that these galaxies harbor massive black holes at their cores [46, 47, 48]. But Wang et al. [49] report an outflow of gas from the accretion disk of the supposed black hole at the Milky Way’s core. This means that there is no black hole after all. The supposed black hole contains about 4.31 million solar masses and has a radius of about 22 million km. This means a density of $2 \times 10^3$ kg/m³ which is almost identical to the density at the center of the Sun which is $1.5 \times 10^5$ kg/m³. For comparison neutron stars have densities between $3.7 \times 10^{17}$ and $5.9 \times 10^{17}$ kg/m³. As to Andromeda (M31, NGC 224) the supposed black hole has a mass of 100 million solar masses contained within a volume with a radius of one third of a light year [50]. Therefore, the density of its “black hole” is just $1.3 \times 10^9$ kg/m³. The size of the supposed black hole of NGC 4261 has a radius of about $5.9 \times 10^{12}$ m and contains about 1.2 billion solar masses [51]. This means a density of only 300 kg/m³ which is much less than that of the Milky Way’s core. In the cases of NGC
4258 and NGC 1275 the densities are ridiculously small. The supposed black hole of NGC 4258 has a mass of 35 million solar masses within a radius of about 0.3 pc [48]. These numbers yield the density of about 2×10^{-11} kg/m^3. For comparison the air density at sea level at 15oC is 1.225 kg/m^3. And for NGC 1275 the supposed black hole has a radius of about 25 pc and contains about 100 million solar masses. Therefore, the density is just 1.13×10^{-16} kg/m^3. I summarize the results in Table 1 below.

Therefore, we can firmly affirm that there are not black holes at the centers of these galaxies and what exist at their cores are just large concentrations of mass whose origin will come to light along this article. All the other galaxies with supposed black holes follow the same trend. Scientists that develop researches in the centers of galaxies should immediately change the nomenclature and call these objects with a different name. As it is a very massive object at the centers of galaxies, they could be called CEMUO (from CEntral Massive Unkonwn Object) for example. But as along this article the nature of this central object will be revealed, the object may be called a CEMO (from CEntral Massive Object).

Table 1. Supposed black hole densities in five galaxies. For reference, the mean neutron star density is 4.8×10^{17} kg/m^3, mean Sun density is 1.408×10^{3} kg/m^3, mean Sun core density is 1.5×10^{3} kg/m^3, air density at sea level at 15 °C is 1.225 kg/m^3, mean Earth density is 5.51×10^{3} kg/m^3 and Mars air density close to the surface is 0.020 kg/m^3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Galaxy</th>
<th>Supposed Black Hole Density (kg/m^3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milky Way</td>
<td>2×10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andromeda</td>
<td>1.3×10^{-9}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 4261</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 4258</td>
<td>2×10^{-11}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 1275</td>
<td>1.13×10^{-16}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6 Galaxies with Double and Multiple Nuclei

Ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGSs) with multiple nuclei are quite common [52]. Borne et al. [53] have suggested that the origin of the multiple nuclei is multiple mergers. However, taking into account the probability of merging and evolution of compact groups, “The expected rate of such mergers is, however, too low to reproduce the number of ULIRGs with multiple nuclei” [52]. The case of galaxies with two nuclei is more common. Gimeno et al. [54] have produced a catalog with 107 double nucleus disk galaxies which cover a wide range of redshifts. The authors make a very important question in the beginning of their work: “What are the physical processes involved and which are predominant in the generation of double nuclei in disk galaxies?” This article will offer later on a good answer to this question. There are, of course, many other galaxies that do not belong to the catalog. A famous example is Milky Way’s neighbor Andromeda (M31, NGC 224) [50]. And there are also elliptical galaxies with double nucleus such as MCG-01-12-005 [55].

2.7 Galaxies at Extremely High Redshifts

Galaxy formation has been pushed to ever higher redshifts. Combined data from Keck Observatory and NASA’s telescopes Hubble and Spitzer have revealed a galaxy at redshift 7.73 [56]. We clearly see that the galaxy was not formed by collapse because it does not have a spherical shape [57]. In terms of redshift it was in a short time surpassed by other galaxies. Still in 2015 Zitrin et al. have clearly identified a galaxy at z = 8.68 [58]. And in a cluster of galaxies with redshifts between 6 and 8 Atek et al. have found 250 galaxies [59].

Then the record was broken by a galaxy found at redshift z = 9.6 [60,61], just 500 million years after the Big Bang. And then came the big surprise: a galaxy at z = 11.11 !! Oesch et al. [62] have found a bright galaxy at z = 11.11. In time this means 400 Myr after the Big Bang. This galaxy shatters completely the LCDM model because according to the LCDM model galaxies were formed after the first stars shined and the first stars were formed only 560 million years after the Big Bang according to LCDM. Again we see that this galaxy was not formed by collapse [63]. And, of course, the galaxy was formed at a redshift larger than 11.11.

A very important property of high z galaxies is their very small sizes. Bouwens et al. [64] found that “The results of the tests we have performed in the previous two sections strongly suggest that the faintest galaxies accessible from the HFF program are very small, with probable intrinsic half-light radii of < 165 pc at z < 6 and < 240 pc at z z ~ 2-3”.

The main proposals of this article will solve these puzzles.
2.8 Odd Shapes of Galaxies at High Redshifts

Besides spiral and elliptical galaxies, galaxies at high redshifts have very odd forms. Elmegreen et al. [65] have made an analysis of galaxies in the Hubble Ultra Deep Field larger than 10 pixels (0.2 arcsec) and have found 269 spirals, 100 ellipticals, 141 chains, 126 double-clump galaxies, 97 tadpoles, and 178 clump-cluster galaxies. Chains are nearly straight alignments of a half-dozen clumps [66,67,68], tadpoles are curved thin structures with a big clump near one end [67], and double-clump galaxies have two large clumps. Clump-cluster galaxies are luminous diffuse oval or circular objects without disks and exponential light profiles [69]. These odd galaxy shapes are not found in the local Universe. This means that most of these forms are transformed into spiral and elliptical shapes or irregular shape also. These above mentioned types are represented in Figure 1 below. Straughn et al. [70] have studied tadpole galaxies from the Hubble Ultra Deep Field and have concluded that they are younger than field galaxies and that they are in an active phase of assembly or late-stage merging. Later on we will clarify when the merging began.

Of course these unusual morphologies appear in other galaxy surveys. Williams et al. [71] report them in the Hubble Deep Field North, and Volonteri et al. [72] in the Hubble Deep Field South.

The galaxy in a form of chains of clumps rules out completely galaxy formation by collapse. The same holds for clump-cluster galaxies.

![Odd shaped galaxies at very high redshifts from the Hubble Ultra Deep Field galaxy survey.](Image)

**Fig. 1.** Odd shaped galaxies at very high redshifts from the Hubble Ultra Deep Field galaxy survey. A is a chain galaxy, B is a clump-cluster, C is a double clump and D is a tadpole.

2.9 Status of the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation

The final temperature of the CMB spectrum was reported by Mather et al. [73] in 1999 after achieving a better understanding of the FIRAS calibrator. The result is 2.725±0.002 K. This result worsened the precision of the previous result by Fixsen [74] of 2.72548±0.00057 K.

Noterdaeme et al. [75], using rotational levels of carbon monoxide (CO) from the spectra of quasars, have found $T_{\text{CMB}}(z) = (2.725 ± 0.002) \times (1 + z)^{-\beta}$ K with $\beta = -0.007 \pm 0.027$, which means that the universal expansion is adiabatic.

The CMB anisotropies have been deeply analyzed by WMAP [7] and Planck [8] missions in the latest years. There is no point in commenting their results as they refer to the LCDM model because temperature anisotropy at a point on the sky $(\theta, \phi)$ can be expressed in the basis of spherical harmonics as

$$\frac{\Delta T}{T}(\theta, \phi) = \sum_{l,m} a_{lm} Y_{lm}(\theta, \phi)$$

(1)

in which the variance of the $a_{lm}$ coefficients depends on the cosmological model used, but as shown above in Section 2.1 LCDM does not describe reality at all.

2.10 The Inner Structure of the Nucleon and the Nucleon Hard Core

In 2013 and 2014 de Souza [76,77] presented a structure for the nucleons that complements the quark model of QCD, provides the quantum numbers for the recently found Higgs boson, and proposes new Higgs-like bosons. The model is based on the internal structure of the nucleons as unraveled by Hofstadter [78,79] and Wilson [80] in the late 1950s and early 1960s. The inner structure of the nucleon by de Souza [76], shown in Fig. 2, unravels the inner hard core of the nucleons which has been investigated in many different energy ranges. Lately the hard core has been investigated by Islam et al. [81] at 546 GeV, 630 GeV, and 1.8 TeV and by the TOTEM Collaboration at 7 TeV [82,83] and 8 TeV [84]. In the summary of reference [83] it is said that the measurements at 7 TeV and 8 TeV “are both in good agreement with the extrapolation of the lower energy measurements”. As the strong repulsion (hard core) was seen at 8 TeV, the coupling constant linked to this inner structure is extremely high. And we will see below why it is so high:
this structure is the ultimate cause for the expansion of the Universe.

3) The Big Crunch of the Universe

As shown by de Souza [35] the baryonic mass of galaxies is sufficient for closing the Universe. Let us then continue the universal expansion for closing the Universe.

3.1) The First Phase

After reaching its maximum size the Universe will begin having a long lasting phase of getting the clusters together. It will have a duration shorter than that of the expansion because the crunching velocities and the gravitational forces will have the same direction among clusters. Galaxies will continue evolving and thus, stars will get old. Galaxies will reach their maximum sizes. The fuel at their centers will get exhausted. Thus in this phase the Universe will become old and dark.

As gravity is a central force, clusters will become ever more spherical in shape and will shrink as time goes due to their own gravity. Regular clusters in the Local Universe are spherical already. As galaxies will rush to each other inside clusters their outskirts will be disrupted. But because of the conservation of angular momentum, each galaxy will be reduced to a rotating spheroid and their outskirts will generate a plasma that will rotate inside the cluster according to the cluster’s angular momentum. This means that there will be an ionization of the Universe. The whole Universe will glow due to the destruction of stars.

The shrinking of clusters will reach a point at which atoms will have their electrons stripped off. In order to obtain this the distance between atoms has to be about 1 Angstrom because the radius of the hydrogen atom is 0.5 Angstrom. As the visible Universe has about 100 billion galaxies and each galaxy has on average about 100 billion stars like the Sun, thus the visible Universe has about $10^{79}$ nucleons, and thus, the shrunk visible Universe above will have a radius of just one light year. The Universe becomes dark because photons do not escape and keep interacting with matter. This size marks the end of this phase and the beginning of the second phase. On the number of galaxies above Conselice et al. [85] argue that the visible Universe has about 2 trillion galaxies, but in an article of 2011 Wyithe et al. [86] had already warned that there may exist a distortion in the number of galaxies at high redshift due to gravitational lensing and that “The number counts could be modified by an order of magnitude, with most galaxies being part of multiply imaged systems”.

Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the arrangement of quarks in the proton. In the neutron the inner layer is the same, and in the outer layer the $p_1$ below is replaced by $p_3$ and this makes the neutron to be udd in terms of quarks.

Fig. 3. How the vorteons and the fluid of nucleons and electrons inside each cluster of galaxies will look like after galaxies lose their outskirts due to the shrinking of the cluster by its gravity. Galaxies will be reduced to rotating spheroids of nucleons, which we may call vorteons. In this figure the vorteons are the roundish blue and red bodies. The figure is from an article by Clercx et al. [87] on turbulence in two dimensions in square and circular domains (figure used by permission).
At the end of this phase each galaxy will be reduced to a rotating blob of nucleons, a vortex of nucleons which may be called a vorteon. The vorteons in each cluster will move in a plasma of nucleons and electrons and, thus, Fig. 3 below is a good representation of the vorteons and the fluid inside the cluster.

3.2) The Second Phase

It will be an extremely brief phase. During this brief phase vorteons will shrink and the fluid will become denser. If we suppose a shrinking velocity close to c we obtain that this phase lasts only about \((10^{-10} / 3 \times 10^8) s = 3.3 \times 10^{-19} s\).

The clusters will contain vorteons and a very dense fluid of nucleons and electrons. At the end of this phase each vorteon becomes a spheroid of nucleons in close contact with one another. The density will be about \(7.8 \times 10^{27} \text{ kg/m}^3\) and the temperature will be about \((1-10) \text{ MeV}.\) It is important to emphasize that in between vorteons there will be lower density regions and the densest regions will be at their centers. Of course, the fluid will become more and more incompressible. The fluid equations follow directly from the conservation of stress-energy

\[ \nabla_a T^{ab} = 0 \]  

(2)

and from baryon number conservation

\[ \nabla_a N^a = 0 \]  

(3)

In classical fluids the more the fluid is incompressible, the more it conserves the vorticity. We will not attempt at this point to solve the above pair of equations. This fluid is hard to describe anyway because of the complicated boundary conditions, and because we do not know much about it. And it lasts a very brief time anyway. A good representation for matter in this phase is Fig. 3 with smaller structures.

3.3) The Third Phase: Ultimate Squeeze and Rebirth

Gravity will continue squeezing nucleons against each other, and thus we are forced to ask: Is there a process that can halt gravity from going further? The answer is yes.

With further squeeze the outer layer of primons of the nucleons shrink and cause quarks to disappear and thus, Eq. (3) above is not valid anymore. As primons are forced to become closer to each other, they pair up to form bosons and thus, to occupy more available states and to not have any problem with the number of particles occupying the same state. This process absorbs the kinetic energy and, hence, the temperature drops and the system becomes a liquid. There is a similar phenomenon that happens in neutron stars in which nucleons pair up and form a liquid [88,89]. As primons (1/2 spin fermions) pair up, they combine and form a new kind of particle, a sort of spin zero quark, which we may call a quarkon. Take a look at Section 2.10 and Fig. 2 above. These are the particles that form the primordial liquid of the Universe. And this liquid has already been obtained on Earth, more precisely, at Brookhaven [90] and at CERN [91]. It has been known as the RHIC’s liquid and has almost zero viscosity and is, thus, a perfect ideal liquid. QCD had predicted the quark gluon plasma to be a weakly interacting gas of quarks and gluons. Since then some researchers have tried to save QCD and have tried to describe the liquid with QCD, but without success up to now. QCD people have even changed the name to sQGP. In 2006 Pisa1ski [92] has doubted if RHIC’s liquid is really a QGP. The simple calculation below shows that the Quantum Physics that will describe RHIC’s liquid lies Beyond the Standard Model.

We show in this simple calculation that RHIC’s fluid has to do with the internal structure of the nucleon. The velocities of quarkons should be extremely high, so that we can make the approximation \(E \approx pc,\) and thus from the uncertainty principle we have \(pc \approx \frac{hc}{2\Delta r}\) and hence,

\[ \frac{3}{2} kT \approx pc \approx \frac{hc}{2\Delta r}.\]  

The internal structure has a radius of just \(0.2 \text{ fm},\) so that \(\Delta r \approx 0.4 \text{ fm,}\) and thus we obtain

\[ T \approx \frac{hc}{3k\Delta r} \]  

(4)

which yields \(T \approx 10^{13} K\) which is quite close to the estimated RHIC’s temperature of \(4 \times 10^{13} K\).

In 2012 the ALICE Collaboration announced [93] the record temperature of \(5.5 \times 10^{13} K\) for RHIC’s liquid, closer to \(10^{13} K\).

Of course, around the big squeeze there is the action of Higgs-like boson that yield quark masses as discussed in the references [76,77].

Before going further let us calculate the size of a vorteon when it became a soup of quarkons and electrons. For order of magnitude we can imagine a vorteon with the Milky Way’s mass. The maximum speed of particles at its
equator should be c, and thus from the conservation of angular momentum we obtain
\[ J = I_o \omega_o \approx \frac{I_o c}{R_o} \approx \frac{2}{5} MR_o^2 \times \frac{c}{R_o} \]  
(5)
in which \( I_o \) is the inertia moment of the vorteon and \( \omega_o \) is its angular speed. For order of magnitude we have considered the vorteon spherical. As \( M = \frac{4}{3} \pi \rho R_o^3 \), we obtain
\[ R_o \approx \left( \frac{15J}{8 \pi \rho c} \right)^{1/4} \]  
(6)
Using the known figure of \( J = 10^{67} \) kgm\(^2\)s for the Milky Way and reducing the nucleon radius to 0.2 fermi, the density becomes \( \rho \approx 5 \times 10^{35} \) kg/m\(^3\), and thus we obtain
\[ R_o \approx 10^9 \text{ m}, \] which is slightly larger than the Sun radius.

With further squeeze the primeval liquid just becomes more compressed and bounces back due to its elastic properties, and portions of the fluid and vorteons will distance from each other. It is the Multi-Bang: another cycle of the Universe is born. It is expected that large scale merging between vorteons will take place and that large portions of the liquid will be broken along fluid lines. This agrees well with observations of linear objects such as chain galaxies and tadpoles galaxies observed in the Hubble Ultra Deep Fields and in the Hubble Extreme Deep Field, as analyzed by Elmegreen et al. [65]. This idea was, actually, raised by Gibson [94] in 2010 in a work on turbulence, although his arguments were contaminated by dark matter which does not exist. Thus, at the big squeeze and immediately afterwards there are mergers of 2 vorteons, 3 vorteons and also of more vorteons to some degree, as well as merger of vorteons with linear objects and other objects. The merger between 2 co-rotating vorteons will be dealt with below in connection with galaxy formation and number of spiral galaxies with respect to elliptical galaxies. It is very important to emphasize that the linear objects such as tadpoles and galaxy chains cannot be formed by the theory of galaxy formation by collapse.

We also see that there was an inflation but not an artificial mind-boggling one. Inflation was just a very fast expansion caused by the bouncing back of matter due to its elastic properties which, of course, have to be directly related to the repulsive forces above mentioned. We have no idea on how to calculate the order of magnitude of its duration, but it has to be shorter than \( (0.2 \times 10^{-15} / 3 \times 10^6) \) s = 6.7 \times 10^{-25} s, although numbers such as \( 10^{-32} \) s and \( 10^{-36} \) s do not make any sense.

As vorteons are contained in clusters, and there are boundaries among clusters, and clusters rotate with respect to each other, a denser region between two neighboring clusters is developed to which vorteons and other objects are attracted. Therefore, the cluster will become a void in the future and in this way the region between clusters will become a sheet. And that is why voids rotate as found by Lee and Park [23].

This kind of origin for galaxy progenitors explains the alignment of galaxies spins [24,25,26,27,28] above discussed in the end of Section 2.1 as the rotating fluid in each cluster generates many vorteons with spins in the same direction. Also this type of origin for galaxy progenitors explains why many satellite galaxies are located in planes around a host galaxy because it is expected that because of gravity a vorteon will carry around it portions of the fluid that were previously attached to it. In the Andromeda galaxy (M 31) 13 out of 27 of its satellite galaxies belong to a vast, thin, co-rotating plane [95,96] to which Andromeda belongs. Tully [97] further found out that the satellites IC1613, IC10 and LGS 3 belong to the same plane. And according to an analysis by Shaya & Tully [98] eight of the remaining fourteen satellites belong to another plane, and that the two planes are parallel to each other and offset by about 15 degrees. Galaxy Centaurus A presents the same behavior. All except two of its 29 satellite galaxies belong to two parallel planes [99]. Other galaxies exhibit the same trend. M81 [100] and NGC 3109 [101] also present flattened distributions of satellite galaxies around them. And the Milky Way has also a plane where most of its satellites orbit. In this case the plane is almost perpendicular to the Milky Way’s disk. This plane began to be evidenced by Kunkel & Demers [102] and Lynden-Bell [103,104]. More details on this subject for these above mentioned galaxies can be found in the excellent paper by Libeskind et al. [105].
4. Galaxy Formation

As shown above the first progenitors of galaxies are the vortices of the RHIC’s liquid, that is, vorteons, but let us not forget that, due to angular momentum conservation, as shown above, many vorteons were originated in the previous cycle of the Universe. Therefore, the centers of many galaxies, such as double nucleus spirals of this cycle, contain matter from the previous cycle.

As shown above, at the time of the ultimate squeeze vorteons are very small with radii of the order of just $10^9$ m. Of course, in the collapsing matter all kinds of merging among vorteons take place and also all sorts of splitting, tearing and cracking happens in the collapsing fluid, especially along fluid lines. Of course, the initial expansion should be very chaotic and merging should also occur in the beginning of each cycle. That is why most Milky Way satellites orbit in a plane that is perpendicular to its disk [102,103,104,105]. This means that at the ultimate squeeze a vorteon got separated from the primeval fluid with most of the satellites around it and then this vorteon merged with another vorteon with other satellite masses in such a way that their spins were initially perpendicular to each other.

It is proposed below that spiral galaxies and most elliptical galaxies are formed by the merging of vorteons and merging of vorteons with linear objects.

4.1 Formation of Spiral Galaxies and Elliptical Galaxies

By spiral galaxy it is meant a spiral galaxy with well-defined spiral arms. Before dealing with the formation of the spiral structure, let us see first how the bulge is formed. It is formed due to an overall expansion of matter because the nucleons that were tightly bound together get liberated through the surface of the volume as the nucleonic repulsive forces break up at the surface, and thus the nucleons unsqueeze and form a gaseous hydrogen bulge, and thus, the liquid becomes hydrogen gas. It is hence a kind of evaporation. This means that in the beginning the release of matter outwards was very intense and bulges grew fast. And, of course, it should also happen slowly throughout the galaxy’s lifetime. That is why galaxies sizes increase with time [106,107].

We can use a simple model just to obtain a general trend. As discussed above the masses of vorteons are evaporated and transformed into the bulge’s mass. Therefore, the rate of decrease of the liquid volume is proportional to the liquid surface, that is,

$$\frac{dV_L}{dt} = -\kappa A_L$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

in which $V_L$ is the liquid volume that we consider as a sphere, $A_L$ is its surface area and $\kappa$ is a constant. It is worth mentioning that this constant can be found by either RHIC or ALICE physicists in the future. Solving this equation in terms of the liquid mass we obtain

$$\frac{dM_L}{dt} = -\lambda M_L^{2/3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $\lambda = \kappa (36\pi \rho)^{1/3}$ in which $\rho$ is the vorteon density. Solving for $M_L$ we have

$$M_L^{1/3} = M_o^{1/3} - \lambda t$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

in which $M_o$ is the initial vorteon mass (at $t = 0$s). Of course, the initial mass of the vorteon is the sum of the gaseous bulge mass and the liquid volume, that is, $M_o = M_v + M_L$. Solving for the bulge mass we obtain

$$M_b(t) = M_o - \left( M_o^{1/3} - \frac{\lambda}{3} t \right)^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

and thus, for small times after the big squeeze, that is, for times $t \ll \left( \frac{9V_L}{\pi \kappa} \right)^{1/3}$, we get

$$\frac{dM_b}{dt} = \lambda M_o^{2/3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

that shows that the evolution of the bulge depends on the vorteon mass, and thus, on the galaxy mass. Therefore, the more massive a galaxy is, the faster its bulge was developed.

Of course globular clusters in galaxies were created in the beginning of the Universe due to this strong initial expulsion of matter, and that is why they have very old stars.

In order to understand how the mergers of vorteons form spiral galaxies, let us examine the merger of vortices
in fluids. Because of the conservation of vorticity in incompressible fluids, two vortices prefer to merge when they rotate in the same direction, that is, when they are co-rotating. Many authors have examined the merger of two co-rotating vortices. The equations that govern the merger of vortices in classical fluids are

As the merging process is extremely complex, computational simulations and experiments are very important. We consider first the merger of two equal co-rotating vortices. A couple of authors have solved this difficult problem. But M.-J. Huang [108] went further and also explained the physics behind the merging process. Fig. 4 below shows, through a numerical simulation, the time evolution of two equal co-rotating vortices [108]. According to Huang “The simulation results suggest that merger is governed by a competition between the self-induced rotation and the mutual attraction of vortices.” And in the case of galaxies there is in the beginning of the merger the help from gravity to increase the mutual attraction between vortoens.

In the case of vortoens gravity has an important role only in the initial attraction between vortoens and plays no role in the time development of vorticity because the gravitational field is a conservative field, and thus \( \vec{V} \times \vec{E}_g = 0 \).

Therefore, the behavior of merger of vortoens is the same as in the case of the mergers of vortices in classical fluids shown above and below. As vortoens expanded fast, in the beginning of the merger the vortoens became mostly composed of hydrogen gas. Therefore, making a parallel between vortices in general and the merger of vortoens, we can propose that the merger of equal co-rotating vortoens generate spiral galaxies with symmetrical arms. Of course, this is not very common in a turbulent flow and that is why just about 10% of spiral galaxies are grand design spirals. It is important to notice that the bar structure is temporary and thus a galaxy like NGC 1300 will become in the future more like the Whirlpool galaxy. This can easily be proven with simulations. Please, take a look at the animation shown at [109]. And, of course, we grasp from this that the merging process between two vortoens takes billions of years to be completed. Having this above in mind we can easily grasp why many galaxies have double and multiple nuclei: they are merging systems. For comparison take a look at Fig. 4 at the stage \( t=0.2 \) and compare it with the barred spiral galaxy NGC 1300.
Other merging results are obtained when the two vortices have different angular velocities. Trieling et al. [110] have carried on simulations and experiments for the merging of two unequal co-rotating vortices. Unequal here means with different angular velocities (Fig. 6). Notice, for example, that for a ratio of $\omega_2 / \omega_1 = 0.5$ the merger of the two vortices results in a vortex without spiral arms, it is just a larger vortex in which the mass at its core is the mass from the fast rotating vortex and the mass in its outskirts is the mass from the slower vortex. Making a parallel to the vorteces, we would have in this case the formation of elliptical galaxies, especially ellipticals that are not satellites of other galaxies. It is well known that in general elliptical galaxies have oval contours for the velocity fields of gases such as H1 (hydrogen 1) close to their cores. This would mean that these galaxies were formed by mergers of two vortices with very different angular velocities. And even ellipticals with very circular velocity fields may have been originated from mergers. Maybe only some ellipticals that are satellites of other galaxies were formed from a single vortex. Of course, the size increase of ellipticals with time came from the merging process and from the expulsion of matter from their centers as shown above with respect to the formation of bulges.

![Fig. 6. Mergers of two vortices with equal and different angular speeds. It corresponds to Fig. 16 in the paper by Trieling et al. [110]. Figure used by permission.](image)

This scenario for the formation of elliptical galaxies agrees well with the analysis of globular cluster in the elliptical galaxy NGC 4261 by Bonfini et al. [111] that found a very strong asymmetry in the population of globular clusters. Also Gomes et al. [112] have found spiral-arm-like features in the outskirts of three elliptical galaxies

This formation for spiral galaxies and elliptical galaxies agrees very well with the findings of Cappelari et al. [113] who found that the majority of elliptical galaxies are not spherical but disc-shaped, and thus, resemble lenticular galaxies, and also disk galaxies when the dust is removed. Galaxies with asymmetric arms were formed by mergers of a normal vortex an an oval rotating object. We illustrate this situation in Fig. 7, from the work of Huang [114] on asymmetric merger of vortices.

The merger of a large vortex with a small vortex produces a spiral galaxy with thin arms such as in the asymmetric vortex merger analyzed by Amoretti et al. [115]. This is actually, shown in reference [116] in the context of galaxy cannibalism which is a galaxy merger.

A very interesting pattern is created when two or more small vortices merge with a much larger vortex, all of them being co-rotating vortices. It is the Lundgren’s spiral vortex. Take a look at the animation of its formation [117]. Therefore, disk galaxies with rings were formed by the merging of a large vortex with small vortices, all co-rotating. And thus we can propose that NGC 4622 (Fig. 8) is the result of a merger of a large vortex with 3 small vortices in which a small vortex co-rotate with the large vortex and the other two small vortices counter-rotate with respect to
the other vorteons. The trailing vorteon should have an angular speed such that it is smaller than the angular rotation of the large vortex and greater than the angular velocities of the other small vortices.

Spiral arms that do not have well-defined spiral arms, that is, disk galaxies, such as the Sombrero galaxy (NGC 4594), may have been formed from vorteons in the configuration of the Lundgren spiral vortex. In the animation we see that after a long time the spiral arms become very thin and pack up so that the spiral structure disappears, actually. The should hold for lenticular galaxies and galaxies with rings.

4.2 The Power Engines of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)

The RHIC’s liquid which gets trapped by gravity in the cores of galaxies at the big squeeze time is the power engine of AGNs. On the surface of the liquid’s volume the bonds are weak and this allows nucleons to unsqueeze and become regular nucleons which upon combination with electrons become hydrogen atoms. The detailed process needs to be accounted for taking into account the temperature and other variables. Also this large volume may attract mass from the surroundings to it. Therefore, there should be a complex interplay of different kinds of masses. The large quantities of hydrogen mass that escape drive star formation at the centers of galaxies. Such expulsions of matter are common in galaxies. Besides these outward flows there is the merging process that should influence a lot these flows. This whole process should be better investigated in the light of the proposals presented herein. We present below some examples of these outflows from the centers of galaxies. These are just a couple of examples of an extremely vast literature on galaxy outflows. For example, in the Milky Way, close to its center, on opposite sides, there are two enormous expanding arms of hydrogen going away from the center at speeds of 53 km/s and 153 km/s [118].

Recent data [119] of NGC 6240, which is considered a typical protogalaxy, show that “approximately 70% of the total radio power at 20cm originates from the nuclear region (less than equal 1.5 kpc), of which half is emitted by two unresolved (R less than equal 30 pc) cores and half by a diffuse component. Nearly all of the other 30% of the total radio power comes from an arm-like region extending westward from the nuclear region”. NGC 2992 presents a jet-like structure and a circumnuclear ring [120]. Falcke and Biermann [121] report that there is a large scale emission-like jet going outward from the core of NGC 4258 with a mass of about $4 \times 10^{35}$ kg and with a kinetic power of approximately $10^{42}$ ergs/s and expansion velocity of about 2000 km/s.

Sturm et al.[122] have just reported massive molecular outflows from the centers of ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs). As the authors state the terminal velocities in some of these outflows exceed 1000 km/s “and their outflow rates (up to ~ 1200 solar masses per year) are several times larger than their star formation rates”. Middleberg et al.[123] report radio observation of the Seyfert galaxies NGC 7674, NGC 5506, NGC 2110 and Mrk 1210, and conclude that “Our results confirm and extend earlier work showing that the outward motion of radio components in Seyfert galaxies is non-relativistic on pc scale. We briefly discuss whether this non-relativistic motion is intrinsic to the jet-formation process ….” Muñoz-Tuñon and Beckman[124] analyze the consequences of mass outflows in the circumnuclear zones of galaxies. They have found “in addition to a ring structure in the gas, there is often measurable

Fig. 8. NGC 4622 looks like a modified Lundgren’s spiral vortex and, therefore, should have been formed by the merger of a large vorteon with 3 small vorteons, one in co-rotation with the large vorteon and the other two in counter-rotation with the large vorteon. Picture from Wikipedia.
expansion with higher radial velocities occurring near the nucleus” and also they show that “radially progressive bursts of star formation can account for a wide range of these observed phenomena and could be related to the presence of liners in the interstellar medium close to the nucleus.” On April 2011 Alatalo et al.[125] have reported the discovery of an AGN-Driven Molecular Outflow in the early-type galaxy NGC 1266 which is classified as an S0 without arms. The outflow has a molecular mass of 2.4x10^7 solar masses. As the authors observe “The star formation in NGC 1266 is insufficient to drive the outflow, and thus it is likely driven by the active galactic nucleus (AGN)”.

When a galaxy runs out of RHIC’s fluid at its core its AGN begins to have a moderate activity. It should still have some activity due to the large and dense concentrations of nucleons and hydrogen at their cores. When the hydrogen diffuses outwards the galaxy switches off that is a phenomenon observed in may galaxies.

4.3 The Origin and Evolution of Quasars

A quasar is the result of a vorteon that did not merge with another vorteon neither with any other piece of the fluid. It is a loner. As shown below RHIC’s liquid is evaporated very slowly throughout time and this means that the merging process has a very important role in the liberation of RHIC’s liquid at a faster rate because, of course, the merging between two vorteons disturb their cores and thus, the area through which the evaporation takes place, is increased.

Because of the lack of merging quasars remain small and evolve slowly. It is well known that although they are very small they have radiation outputs of galaxies. And they are mostly found at very high redshifts. A quasar is much larger than a vorteon at t=0 which had, then, the size of a typical star. The quasar increases in size due to the evaporation of RHIC’s liquid. Considering only approximate spherical shapes, we can say that a quasar is composed of an inner sphere of radius \( R_L \) surrounded by a gaseous layer of fixed thickness, so that the gaseous layer is bounded by an external radius \( R_O \). The inner sphere contains RHIC’s liquid. As shown below we can obtain important constants of quasars and RHIC’s liquid.

Quasars of the Local Universe have already evaporated a lot of their RHIC’s liquids, so that we expect to have \( R_L \ll R_o \) for them. Considering that the density of RHIC’s liquid is the same as the density of the vorteon at t=0, we obtain from Eq. (6) that

\[
\rho_o^{1/3} V_L^{1/3} = \rho_o^{1/3} V_o^{1/3} - \lambda t
\]

in which \( \rho_o \) and \( M_o \) are the vorteon density and mass at t=0, and \( V_L \) is the volume of RHIC’s liquid in the quasar. From this equation above we obtain

\[
\lambda = \frac{\rho_o^{1/3}}{t} \left( V_o^{1/3} - V_L^{1/3} \right) - \left( \frac{4\pi\rho_o}{3} \right)^{1/3} \frac{R_o}{t}
\]

and as quasars of the Local Universe have a lot of their RHIC’s liquid transformed into gas, we expect to have \( R_L \ll R_o \), and thus,

\[
\lambda = \left( \frac{4\pi\rho_o}{3} \right)^{1/3} \frac{R_o}{t}
\]

As calculated in section 3.3, \( R_o \) is about \( 10^9 \) m and \( \rho_o \approx 5\times10^{39} \) kg/m^3, and t = 13 billion years, and thus we obtain \( \lambda = 0.0145 \) kg^{1/3}/s. It cannot be a universal constant because it depends on the size of the vorteon at t=0. Let us recall that \( R_o \) was calculated considering a vorteon with the Milky Way’s mass.

Let us now consider the quasar PDS 456 which is a local quasar (z=0.184). Yun et al. [126] have reported that the “host galaxy” of this quasar has a mass of about 9x10^{10}M_\odot. Host galaxy is, of course the gaseous layer that surrounds the core. Therefore, the total mass of the vorteon that originated this quasar had a total mass of \( 11\times10^9 M_\odot \) which is roughly 10 times smaller than the Milky Way’s mass. As mass scales with radius^3 the vorteon of quasar PDS 456 had a radius of about \( 10^9/(10^{10}) \approx 4.7\times10^8 \) m. Therefore, its \( \lambda \) is about 6.74x10^{-3} \) kg^{1/3}/s. According to Almaini [127] in this quasar there is an outflow of matter of 10 solar masses per year, and hence from Eq. (8) we obtain \( M_L = 0.911\times10^{39} \) kg = 5x10^8 M_\odot for the mass of RHIC’s liquid in the quasar core. And according to Reeves et al. [128] the supposed black hole that lies at the center of
this quasar has a mass of \( 2 \times 10^9 M_\odot \). Of course, as shown above, black holes do not exist and we see now what is the origin of the large concentration of mass at the center of this quasar.

A mass of \( 5 \times 10^8 M_\odot \) contains \( 5 \times 10^{65} \) nucleons but as the nucleons radii are reduced to about 0.2 fm, the volume of RHIC’s liquid in this quasar has a radius of just 2000 km.

When most of their liquid cores get evaporated, quasars should become E0 elliptical galaxies. This would mean E0 ellipticals without merging features and thus the velocity fields of gases such as H1 and CO would have to be completely circular. This means that the number of quasars at high redshift should approximately correspond to the number of E0 ellipticals of the Local Universe because the number of quasars in the Local Universe is very low.

Detailed observations of quasar Q0957+561, carried on by Schild, Leiter and Robertson, have shown that this quasar has an intrinsic magnetic moment at its center, and thus, there is no black hole at its core [129]. Our results above agree with their results and hint that the magnetic field may be caused by surface currents of the inner core.

4.4 Evaporation Rate of RHIC’s Liquid

As shown in section 4.1 \( \lambda \) and \( \kappa \) are related by the relation \( \lambda = \kappa \left( 36 \pi \right)^{1/3} \) from which we obtain

\[
\kappa = \frac{\lambda}{\left(36 \pi \rho_v \right)^{1/3}} = \frac{1}{\left(36 \pi \rho_v \right)^{1/3}} \left(\frac{\rho_v V_v}{t} \right)^{1/3} = \frac{R_v}{3t} \quad \text{(15)}
\]

With the value for \( R_v \) of quasar PDS 456 we obtain \( \kappa = 3.78 \times 10^5 \) fm/s.

4.5 Merging was the Rule in the Beginning of the Universe

The visible Universe has at least 100 billion galaxies and only about 300000 quasars [130]. Therefore, we conclude that the probability of escape merging in the beginning of the Universe is of the order \( 10^{-6} \).

4.6 Relative Number of Spiral Galaxies to Elliptical Galaxies

Spiral galaxies are fast rotators and most elliptical galaxies are slow rotators, especially the most luminous ellipticals [131], and this is related to the different regions where they are formed. It is well known that “Rich, regular clusters contain mostly elliptical and lenticular galaxies” [132] and spiral galaxies are mostly field galaxies [133], that is, galaxies which do not belong to regular clusters. Let us recall that, as argued above, the clusters in the beginning of the Universe became voids in the Local Universe, and the regions among clusters in the beginning of the Universe became clusters in the Local Universe.

The reason for these facts of the above paragraph has to do with the fact that most spiral galaxies are formed from the mergers of vorteons in clusters and most elliptical galaxies (not including satellite galaxies) are formed from the mergers of vorteons in the regions among clusters, such as region C in Fig.9. As it is well known from Hydrodynamics, in region C the fluid lines have different directions and even opposite direction, so that region C as a whole rotates slower than the clusters, and moreover some portions of the matter in region C in a turbulent flow rotate faster than other portions of C. Hence in region C the angular speeds of vorteons vary a lot, and thus there are mergers between vorteons with very different angular speeds. According to the work of Trielting et al. [110] the results of mergers of vorteons with very different angular speeds are, in general, vorteons without spiral arms. In region C there are also many vorteons with opposite spins. Therefore, the merging of vorteons in clusters generates spiral galaxies and in the regions among clusters elliptical galaxies are generated. Of course, this means together with their respective satellites. And this fact determines the relative number between spiral galaxies and elliptical galaxies as detailed below.

The relative number between spiral and elliptical galaxies is due to close-packing filling of a volume with smaller volumes (the units). The volume is the Universe and the units are the clusters. For close-packing of a volume with equal spheres, Carl Friedrich Gauss showed that the largest fraction of space occupied by spheres in a lattice, which is achieved by face-centered packing, is [134]

\[
\left( \frac{\pi}{3\sqrt{2}} \right) = 0.74048.
\]

It is also important to consider close-packing with ellipsoids, which is more realistic for the Universe as clusters
rotate. Bezdek and Kuperberg [135] have proven that for packing with identical ellipsoids the packing fraction is 0.753355… so that, roughly we should have about 75.3% of spiral galaxies and 24.7% elliptical galaxies. This is very close to the numbers in the local Universe where there are 77% spiral galaxies, 20% elliptical galaxies and 3% irregular galaxies [136].

These numbers imply that the Universe is a highly ordered system because in the case of random packing the packing fraction would be only 63.4% [137], and thus we would have only about 63.4% of spiral galaxies. And also, as the actual percentage of spiral galaxies (77%) is very close to 75.3%, this means that the sizes of clusters at the end of each cycle are close to each other, and thus, to their average size.

As discussed above C becomes a cluster later on and the clusters in the beginning of the Universe become voids later on. Therefore, we should have clusters at high $z$, and that is exactly what has been found [138]. And, for sure, more clusters will be found at higher $z$.

5. Primeval Stars

They are formed very early in a galaxy from the gas that is expelled from the galaxy’s core in all directions and form the galaxy’s bulge, the halo and the globular clusters. In the Milky Way the oldest stars are in the bulge, halo and globular clusters. The clear connection among their stellar populations was established by Ortolani et al. [139]: “Within the uncertainties, these bulge globular clusters appear to be coeval with halo clusters, which suggests that the formation of the bulge was part of the dynamical process that formed the halo, and that the bulge gas underwent rapid chemical enrichment, in less than a few billion years.” This is quite in line with the galaxy formation above shown.

6. Implications from Primordial Nucleosynthesis

What has been developed above fits perfectly into the theory of formation of the light elements. The only difference is that primordial nucleosynthesis happened in the interiors of galaxies progenitors when the temperatures dropped to about 10 MeV. This means that the merged galaxies progenitors cooled fast, and thus they expanded fast. This fast expansion agrees well with the formation of the primeval stars analyzed above and with well-developed galaxies at high redshifts. As shown by Elmegreen et al. [64] the small objects in the Hubble Ultra Deep Field are embedded in gas. Nucleosynthesis only happens if the distance between nucleons is of the order of one fermi. As the nucleons were extremely squeezed at the time of the big squeeze with radii of the order of 0.2 fermi, this first expansion means 100 times increase in terms of volume. Probably this expansion took place with the speed of light, and thus, nucleosynthesis began just $10^{23}\text{s}$ after the big squeeze. It is important to have in mind that for nuclear fusion to happen it is needed only a critical mass of 0.5 solar mass.

7. Implications for Large-Scale Structure

As it was shown above, the large-scale structure of the Universe is not created, it is a permanent intrinsic property of the Universe. It was also shown that clusters in a particular cycle become voids in the next cycle and thus the core of a spiral galaxy in a cycle may become the core of an elliptical galaxy in the next cycle and so on, forever and ever.

8. Agreement with the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation

A galaxy such as the Milky Way, which has a diameter of $10^5$ ly, was very small at the time of last scattering. Its size today means a subtended angle of just $10^{-5}$ from the time of last scattering and this completely agrees with what was developed above, as galaxies were very small in the beginning of the Universe as shown in galaxy surveys at high $z$, and thus, their size imprints do not appear in CMB anisotropies. This is quite in line also with a very perfect CMB spectrum. But as we grasp from what was shown
above, space among galaxies was empty or almost empty, and thus the radiation was originated in galaxies.

As shown in section 2.7 Bouwens [64] found that for $z \sim 6$ galaxies have sizes smaller than 165 pc. This would mean a subtended angle smaller than $3.6 \times 10^{-8}$ rad in the CMB observed today. It is too small to be observed, it is buried in the noise.

9. Infinite Space?

Where do photons and neutrinos go to? That is an extremely important question. These particles participate in many important processes in stars and galaxies throughout the lifetime of a cycle of the Universe. Of course, during the expansion and contraction of matter they are generated and absorbed, but what about those that escape the matter volume? They have to wander about throughout space, bound by the gravity from matter, according to General Relativity, so that they go out from the matter volume and come back eons afterwards, because space-time has to be closed on such a scale. And this means that space is infinite or almost. Therefore, the Universe is eternal with infinite cycles and space is infinite or almost. Homo sapiens will never know.

10. Conclusion

A very plausible model is proposed for the dynamics of the Universe without discontinuities of space and time. According to what was exposed above the matter of the Universe expands and contracts in cycles. In the ultimate phase of contraction at the end of a cycle, due to angular momentum conservation, the centers of galaxies are transformed into vortices of nucleons (called vorteons) which go on to the next phase and, thus take part in the building up of the beginning of the next cycle. There is a particular moment where all the matter gets extremely squeezed and gets transformed into RHIC’s liquid. The matter bounces back due to the elastic properties of the liquid. It is proposed that the bouncing back is connected to quark compositeness, that is, to the internal structure of nucleons. At the big squeeze the liquid should become more like a solid and that is why it cracks in different pieces. That is the reason for objects such as tadpoles and chain galaxies.

It is shown that inflation is just a consequence of the bouncing back of matter as it unsqueezes and is linked to the elastic properties of RHIC’s liquid.

As vorteons are contained in clusters and clusters rotate with respect to each other, there are boundaries among clusters, and thus a denser region between two neighboring clusters is developed to which vorteons and other pieces of the fluid are attracted. Therefore, along time each cluster will become emptier at its center and gets more and more transformed into a void. And regions between three or more neighboring voids become a cluster with time. This means that there is an alternation between voids and clusters from a particular cycle to the next cycle, that is, most of the matter contained in a cluster in a cycle will be most of the matter contained in a void in the next cycle.

The formation of galaxies is easily carried on by the mergers of vorteons that may be developed into elliptical galaxies or spiral galaxies depending on the vorteons sizes and rotations. The merging process is very slow and takes billions of years. This way we can understand that bars in spiral galaxies are temporary. And we can easily understand that quasars are the vorteons that escaped merging.

It is proposed that RHIC’s liquid gets trapped by gravity in the cores of galaxies and quasars and is the power engine of AGN’s. With the data from quasar PDS 456 the concentrated mass at its center is calculated and shown to have the magnitude of the supposed black hole proposed by some researchers, and also the evaporation rate of RHIC’s liquid which is an important constant.

It is implied that space should be infinite or almost and that the Universe is eternal.
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